“Gimme Shelter” –
Trainers’ Rally For Rescues

NM is a registration state.
Horses received from
NMLB (New Mexico
Livestock Board) and
some owner surrenders.
Budget is 540K.

Revenue from private
donations, grants and
fundraising events.
Ten person working
Board of Directors.

Inception 2014

8-10 horses in competition
All are adopted
Raise about 40K for event
1,000- 1,200 attendees
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You will need to have a good team with versitile skill sets working on this!

THS event:
 Our target audience is the general (animal loving)

public and the horse owner community/potential
adopters.

 Our intention is to show how many worthy (and young)

horses are available for adoption and that our cause is
worthy of public support.

 Picked a public and easy to reach location at Santa Fe

Rodeo Grounds.

 No entry fees, but have a large booth in vending

section.

 We try to keep the event inside of 4 hours.

 We do not charge vendors but many donate 10% of

their proceeds to us.

 We try to balance showmanship with showing a good

foundation.

 Not too many extra entertainments, we do invite

successful adopters to come and show their horses and
how wonderful they are.

This might sound redundant,
but what is your target
audience and your
intention?
Attract only horse people
and potential adopters? Or
add new general donors,
gain visibility in community,
create a buzz?
If the answer is both, how do
you balance the event to
provide enough
horsemanship for the
adopters/horse group
without boring and losing
the general public that
might not know what they
are watching?

2016 trainer Patrick Otis on Figaro

 How to keep the event short enough to not lose

spectators, but still have good judging criteria to turn
out horses with good foundations.

 Taking entrance fees versus more people at free

events.

 Showmanship attracts and is more fun to watch but

foundation is important. How to keep the audiences
attention.

 Educating the public as you go along “why is it such a

big thing for a horse to walk over tarp, bridge, etc..

 Getting the trainers a lot of exposure.
 Not as much about raising money, but creating public

awareness and positive PR for our rescue.

Clint Mortenson on Dreamer

Michelle DeCanditis on James

Clint Mortenson on Jackie O

THS event:
 We have a horse pool that trainers draw from.
 Horses are three to six years of age and have never been

under saddle before.

What are your criteria for trainers
and horses?

 Our volunteers and staff work with them on ground work

How long will they have to train the
horse and what criteria will you use
for judging?

 All horses are current on shots and have been approved

What type of horses do you want to
be in event (age, training status?)

(halter trained, can load and be vetted.)

to start training under saddle by our veterinarian, they
also have necessary paperwork to travel.

 Trainers and their facilities are vetted by board.
 Natural Horsemanship methods required.
 Trainers have 100 days to finish training.

 They are given judging criteria and time lines

(conditioning, in hand, riding obstacles, dry work,
freestyle.)

 Trainers receive $1,000 to cover feed, hoof care, etc.

 Other medical expenses covered by THS.

 Horses that haven’t been in training before can show

medical issues during conditioning and injuries happen
during training, so you can end up with less horses in
competition than you started with.

 Some horses need more time than others without being

forced, due to their history/background/abuse…this is
about nurturing the horses potential, not exploiting it.

 Judging loading, feet, saddling, tarp work etc.. can get

quickly boring for general public (we start those before
we open event.)

 We do reject some trainers, due to being particular about

training methods and facilities.

 We try to generate a lot of attention for the trainers as a

give-back, which means some are so busy the next year
they can’t participate again!

Rudy Lara Jr on Jesse in 2016 Event

Clint Mortenson on Dreamer

THS event:
 We have event sponsors and trainer/horse sponsors and

raise around $20,000 in sponsorships for each event.

 We host a sponsor BBQ appreciation dinner the night

before our event.

 Press releases, several radio interviews, TV interviews (if

possible), mass emails, newsletters, postcard invitation,
calendar listings online and in print, ads in relevant
papers, flyers to hang and to hand out are used to
advertise the event.

 Images of horses are used in advertisements, as well as

one horse per week is posted in craigslist (for
surrounding areas), local newspaper and facebook
leading up to event. Horse is listed with pictures under
saddle at trainers and a short update from trainer on it’s
progress and potential uses (trail horse, jumping,…). This
generates a lot of interest from horse community.

 Facebook listings are shared with other local horse

relevant groups.

How do you structure your sponsor
ship opportunities and levels?
How do you advertise the event?
How to you advertise the horses to
draw potential adopters?
Media coverage?

 How to target potential “experienced” adopters.
 Many adopters get carried away bidding on horses they

like and that look good with the trainers, but don’t have
enough experience to ride a green broke horse.

 Keeping your adoption return rate low.
 Growing the exposure to general public and drawing

new donors.

 Educating the public during the event on processes used

to train and why.

Katie Johanson on Joey at 2016 event

Alexis Fastle on Chaca

THS event:
 We have about 10 vendors at the event. We don’t charge

them, but most donate 10% of their proceeds. Food and
ice cream a must!

 We don’t usually have other entertainment, in an effort to

Vendors at the event?
Entertainment at the event?
Judges and Prize money/Awards?
Auction and Adoption?

not go too long and lose people in the process.

 We have three volunteer judges, usually from both

Western and English backgrounds all carded.

 Judges and Trainers are provided with judging criteria

and point system.

 We have a People’s Choice Award as well, people get to

vote for their favorite trainer.

 After awarding the prices we have an auction based

bidding process in which we take back up bids as well.
Our regular adoption procedures and regulations apply
which include vetting person, references and facility.

 Horses go back to trainer. Adopters get a lesson package

and ride, to see if it is a good match.

Greg Russell on Stella
2016 event

 Decide on your target audience and stick with it.
 Take pictures and if you can short videos for your

website and future advertisements.

 Do your best to retain your audience.

Joost Lammers on Rolo, 2016

 Find the best matching adopter for each horse,

engage the trainers in this process.

 Do not misrepresent your horses! Let people know

that they are green broke after 100 days, unless you
are using broke horses that are getting finished and
then: don’t misrepresent your horses training status!

 HAVE FUN!

Patrick Otis on Figaro, 2016

Videos and trainers
can be seen on our
website:
Thehorseshelter.org

